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Systems Navigator selected to supply an ADP scheduling system and TUA 
consultancy services to Singapore LNG 
 

Singapore LNG Corporation Pte Ltd (SLNG) owns and operates Singapore’s first LNG Terminal which 
facilitates the import of LNG to meet Singapore's demand for energy. The terminal is located on 
Jurong Island and is currently operating with three LNG storage tanks and a throughput capacity of 
about 6 million tonnes per annum. The terminal is a key infrastructure that supports Singapore’s 
energy diversification strategy. 
 
SLNG is exploring new operating strategies to facilitate multiple user type contracts at its terminal, which 
offers a variety of services such as Throughput, Vessel Cool-down and Storage & Reload. In order to make 
best use of terminal logistics while keeping contract rules in mind a planning & scheduling system capable 
of dealing with multiple contract types and users is required. 
 
Systems Navigator is proud to announce it has been selected as the supplier of the Annual Delivery Plan 
(ADP) scheduling system and related consultancy services. Having delivered various multi-user scheduling 
systems to the LNG industry Systems Navigator is well acquainted with the complexities of SLNG’s 
requirements. SLNG’s scheduling system generates an Annual Delivery Plan (ADP) based on flexible input 
parameters, allowing SLNG to test various Terminal Use Agreement (TUA) rules and analyze the results on 

terminal operations. The related consultancy services focus on identifying gaps in the scheduling rules 
and necessary changes for overcoming scheduling bottlenecks. 
 
About Systems Navigator 
Systems Navigator is an independent consultancy company focused on projects in the oil and gas industry. 
Besides being specialized in simulation, optimization and planning & scheduling projects, the company 
participates and invests in innovative projects to develop new solutions that might bring the industry to 
the next level. Recent examples include a next generation scheduling system for liquid bulk terminals and 
a 3D environment to train safety protocols. 
 
For more information, please contact Joost Smits at joost.smits@systemsnavigator.com or 
+31157501032. 
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